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Dr. Dinesh Chauhan is one of the younger teachers of the Bombay group
around Rajan Sankaran. While most of the seminars given by those teachers
focus on case reports that illustrate the sensation of a remedy or families of
remedies, Dinesh´s teaching is focussed on how to take the case
according to the sensational method. He has developed a unique technique
which he calls “case witnessing process“.
Dr. Chauhan wrote “An Insight into Plants” for Dr. Sankaran and has already
written two own books, the last about case taking in children (Title: A
Wander with A Little Wonder: Child-Centric Case Witnessing”).
Dr. Dinesh Chauhan visited Hamburg for the second time. Last year he
introduced his technique of case taking in general and showed many details
in well edited video cases.
This time he gave a whole seminar about case witnessing in children.
In three days time he was able to convey his way of finding the central
disturbance in a scientifically structured way in children of all ages.
The first day started with an overview in sensational method and case
witnessing. After that Dr. Chauhan guided us thoroughly through video
cases, explaining every step and giving significance to every observation of
the participants.
Dinesh could show how to apply his technique to children with language
skills as well as to those without ability to speak (due to age or disease).
One whole session dealt with the mother´s history during pregnancy.
In lively discussions Dr. Chauhan could eliminate every objection and
answer every question that came from a critical audience.
Dr. Chauhan is an enthusiastic teacher with a good sense of humour along
with his serious and ambitious concern to make homeopathy an individual
and reproducible science. He still has a lot to teach!

